Detection and determination of the {Fe(NO)(2)} core vibrational features in dinitrosyl-iron complexes from experiment, normal coordinate analysis, and density functional theory: an avenue for probing the nitric oxide oxidation state.
As it is now well-established that nitric oxide plays an important role in many physiological processes, there is a renewed interest in dinitrosyl-iron complexes (DNICs). The question concerning the electronic structure of DNICs circles around the formal oxidation states of the iron and nitric oxide of the Fe(NO)2 core. Previous infrared measurements of nu(NO) alone point out inconsistencies in assigning electron configurations and charges on metals, inherent from the measurement of one parameter external to the metal. This work represents the first experimental and theoretical attempt to assign vibrational modes for the {Fe(NO)2}9 core of DNICs. The following complexes are investigated, [PPN][S5Fe(NO)2] (1), [PPN][Se5Fe(NO)2] (2), [PPN][(SPh)2Fe(NO)2] (3), and [PPN][(SePh)2Fe(NO)2] (4). The analysis of isotopically edited Raman data together with normal coordinate calculation permitted assignment of nu(NO) and nu(Fe-NO) stretching and delta(Fe-N-O) bending modes in these complexes. The assignments proposed are the first ever reported for the DNICs; a comparison of nu(NO) and nu(Fe-NO) stretching frequencies in DNICs is now feasible. The Fe(NO)2 core electronic configuration in these complexes is described as {Fe1+(*NO)2}. Results from 1 and 3 have been complemented by density functional theory (DFT) frequency calculations. In addition to providing a reasonably correct account of the observed frequencies, DFT calculations also give a good account of the frequency shifts upon 15NO substitution providing the first link between DFT and Raman spectroscopies for DNICs. Through the use of a combination of NO intraligand and metal-ligand vibrational data for the Fe(NO)2 core, normal coordinate analysis gives a NO stretching force constant, which compared to molecular NO gas, is significantly reduced for all four complexes. The hybrid U-B3LYP/6-311++G(3d,2p) density functional method has been employed to analyze the molecular orbital compositions of predominantly NO orbitals based on the crystal structure of complex 1. The molecular orbital not only revealed the bonding nature of the {Fe(NO)2}9 core but also provided a qualitative correct account of the observed low NO vibrational frequencies. The calculation shows that the NO is involved in a strong donor bonding interaction with the Fe1+. This donor bonding interaction involves the 5sigma molecular orbital of the NO, which is sigma-bonding with respect to the intramolecular NO bond, and removal of electron density from this orbital destabilizes the NO bond. Though it is too ambiguous to extrapolate a nu(Fe-NO)/nu(NO) correlation line for {Fe(NO)2}9 DNICs based only on the data reported here, the feasibility of using a vibrational systematics diagram to extract the electron configurations and charges on metals is demonstrated based on the vibrational data available in the literature for iron-nitrosyl complexes. The data provided here can be used as a model for the determination of effective charges on iron and the bonding of nitric oxides to metals in DNICs.